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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Oral function of older people with mild cognitive impairment or
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score, r = 0.267, also when adjusted for age, r = 0.230. The median tooth wear score
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was 2.0 (IQR 2.0-2.0) in participants with MCI or dementia. The active maximum
mouth opening was 45.8 (SD 9.3) mm in participants with dementia, while it was 49.8
(SD 8.1) mm in those with MCI, t(253) = 2.67, P = 0.008.
Conclusion: For most participants with MCI or dementia, the swallowing ability and
chewing ability were perceived as good. In addition, more than half of the prostheses
had good retention and occlusion. Participants with more severe cognitive impairment had fewer occluding pairs and a smaller active mouth opening. The degree of
tooth wear was less than one-third of the clinical crown in most participants with
MCI or dementia.
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to address the less studied, yet clinically relevant aspects of oral
function in people with cognitive impairment or dementia, to better

The term “oral function” encompasses all normal and disturbed func-

preserve the food intake and quality of life in this group. Therefore,

tions of the human masticatory system, such as eating and psycho-

the aim of the present study was to examine and compare the oral

social well-being.1 Various aspects play a role in oral function, such

function in a large sample of older people with mild cognitive impair-

as the number of functional teeth, the presence and quality of dental

ment (MCI) or dementia. The research questions were as follows: (a)

prostheses, the temporomandibular function, the degree of tooth

What is the perceived quality of chewing and swallowing in older

wear and swallowing.

people with MCI or dementia? (b) Which percentage of the partici-

Oral function is important for food intake and quality of life,
2,3

pants wore prostheses and what was the quality of the retention and

However, oral function might be com-

occlusion of the prostheses that were worn? (c) How many occluding

promised as a result of tooth loss, primarily caused by caries and

pairs did the participants have? (c) What was the degree of tooth

periodontitis.4 Although the number of teeth is of interest, it is even

wear of the participants? (d) What was the active and passive mouth

more important how the remaining teeth are distributed and how

opening of the participants?

especially in older adults.

many posterior teeth form functional pairs or occluding pairs (OP).

5,6

Shortened dental arches of 3-5 occluding pairs are not significantly
different from complete dental arches concerning several functional

2 . | M E TH O DS

indicators,7,8 while, in case of extremely shortened dental arches,
masticatory function might be reduced by 30%-4 0%.7,9 Another
constraint in oral function might be mouth opening, although on av-

2.1. | Study design, setting and participants

erage this was sufficient in a study of the prevalence of signs and

This is an observational cross-sectional study on the oral function

symptoms of temporomandibular disorders in older people.10 In ad-

in a group of older participants with MCI or dementia. The data for

dition, tooth wear can compromise oral function, and its prevalence

this study were collected in two outpatient clinics for geriatric pa-

increases with age.11-13 A review on the prevalence of tooth wear in

tients (viz., that of the VU Medical Center and of the Amstelland

adults indicated severe tooth wear in 17% of 70-year-old people.11

Hospital) and ten nursing homes in the Netherlands, between

Another important factor in oral function is swallowing, which is

April 2014 and December 2015, as part of the PainDemiA study. 24

negatively affected by tooth loss14 and is influenced by the quality

The study protocol was approved by the Medical Ethics Review

of dentures.15 Moreover, swallowing dysfunction can result from hy-

Committee of the VUmc (approval number NL 43861.029.13) and

posalivation, which is highly prevalent in older people.14,16,17 In sum,

was previously published. 24 The study was performed in accordance

many older people have compromised oral function, as a result of

with the STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational Studies in

multiple factors.

Epidemiology (STROBE) statement. In the study protocol, the in-

Some aspects of oral function are known to be even more neg-

clusion and exclusion criteria, power calculation for the PainDemiA

atively affected in older people who developed dementia, such as

study and procedure to establish the MCI or dementia diagnosis

the quality of swallowing and the number of teeth present.18-21

were described. 24 The number of participants at each stage of the

Swallowing dysfunction or dysphagia is present in 13%-57% of

dentistry part of the PainDemiA study, including reasons for non-

people with dementia, with a higher prevalence of 84%-93% in

participation and a flow chart of inclusion, was also reported in a

people with moderate to severe Alzheimer’s dementia (AD), the

previous article. 25

19,22

The number of teeth pres-

The global cognitive functioning of the participant was mea-

ent in older people with dementia ranges widely between studies,

sured with the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)26 by a nurse

most prevalent subtype of dementia.
20

Concerning dental prostheses, both

at the VU Medical Center and a neuropsychologist at the Amstelland

the utilisation and the quality were studied in people with demen-

Hospital and the nursing homes. The MMSE tests verbal and nonver-

tia. 20,21 Denture utilisation varied from 5% to 100%, with the low-

bal episodic memory, orientation in time and place, visuoconstruc-

viz., from 2 to 20 elements.

est utilisation in people with severe dementia.

20

The stability or

tive capacities and has a maximum score of 30. 26

retention of the dentures was considered poor in 5%-17%, and the
occlusion was considered poor in 27%-36%. 21 Furthermore, a previous study found that temporomandibular joint abnormalities, such
as disc displacement and osteoarthrosis, were present significantly

2.2. | Demographic characteristics and
perceived oral function

more often in participants with AD than in participants without AD,

The demographic characteristics, gender, date of birth and educa-

while the mean maximum mouth opening was normal and not sig-

tional status, were recorded from the medical records. The subjec-

nificantly different from participants without AD. 23 However, the

tive oral function was assessed with a short questionnaire with the

last mentioned study included only 29 people with AD and no other

participants in the hospitals and with the care providers in the nurs-

subtypes of dementia.

ing homes. The interview included questions about the dental status

Other aspects of oral function, such as occlusion and tooth wear,

(eg, dentate or edentate), quality of swallowing (eg, good, moderate,

are scarcely studied in older people with dementia. It is important

bad or impossible), quality of chewing (eg, good, moderate, bad or

992
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impossible) and food consistency (eg, normal or adjusted, for exam-

as numbers and percentages. The association between continuous

ple grinded food).

dependent and categorical independent variables was analysed with
an independent t test for normally distributed data and a Mann-

2.3. | Oral functional outcomes

Whitney U test for data that were not normally distributed. The association between two categorical variables was analysed with the

In all participants, a standardised oral functional examination took

Pearson chi-square test if all expected frequencies were greater than

place by a dentist experienced in geriatric dentistry (SD). The ex-

five or the Fisher’s exact test if there were expected frequencies

amination consisted of the assessment of the function of prosthe-

below five. The association between three continuous variables that

ses in denture wearers, the assessment of the number of occluding

did not meet the assumptions for normally distributed testing was

pairs and the amount of tooth wear, as well as a mandibular exami-

analysed with a Spearman’s rho partial correlation. For all tests, a P-

nation in dentate participants. The retention and occlusion of the

value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Outliers with a

prostheses were assessed with a qualitative assessment (viz., good,

z-score 3.29 or higher were considered significant outliers and were

moderate or bad). The number of occluding pairs was counted, with

replaced by a score three times the standard deviation to the mean

a premolar contact counting as one occluding pair and a full molar

for a sensitivity analysis.

contact as two occluding pairs, resulting in a minimum of 0 and a
maximum of 14 occluding pairs. 27 In this respect, prostheses did
not add to the number of occluding pairs. Tooth wear was quanti-

3 . | R E S U LT S

fied according to the system described by Wetselaar, with a score
of 0 indicating no visible wear, a score of 1 indicating visible wear

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants. The median age

only in the enamel, a score of 2 indicating exposed dentin and loss

was significantly higher in participants with dementia than in those

of <1/3 of the clinical length of the crown, a score of 3 indicat-

with MCI, U = 9072.50, P < 0.001. Concerning setting, 153 (=43.7%)

ing loss of 1/3-2/3 of the clinical length of the crown and a score

were examined at the outpatient clinics and 197 (=56.3%) at the

of 4 indicating loss of more than 2/3 of the clinical length of the

nursing homes. The median MMSE score was significantly higher

crown. 28 The highest score of tooth wear for each sextant was

in participants with MCI, than in those with dementia, U = 572.50,

scored. The mandibular examination consisted of measurement

P < 0.001. In addition, the MCI group was dentate significantly more

of overbite, active maximal mouth opening and passive maximal

often than the dementia group, U = 2170.50, P = 0.001, independ-

mouth opening. 29 The overbite is the vertical distance between the

ent of age. There were no significant differences regarding swal-

incisal edges of the upper and lower front teeth. The active maxi-

lowing, chewing and food consistency between the MCI and the

mal mouth opening was calculated by adding the overbite and the

dementia group.

mouth opening on request, and the passive maximal mouth open-

Table 2 shows that, of the 348 participants, 222 (=63.8%)

ing was calculated by adding the overbite and the mouth opening

wore upper and 182 (=52.3%) wore lower prosthesis. Most of the

guided by the dentist.

prostheses that were worn by the participants were full prostheses: 86.5% of the prostheses in the upper jaw and 80.8% of the

2.4. | Procedure

prostheses in the lower jaw. Most of the prostheses in the upper
jaw had good retention (58.4%), while this was the case in only

In the hospital setting, the examination took place after the regular

50.0% for the lower jaw. The occlusion was good in 74.8% of the

screening at the memory clinic within the outpatient geriatric clinic,

participants. There were no significant differences between the

while nursing home residents were examined at their nursing homes.

MCI and the dementia group concerning prostheses, except for

In the hospital, the cognitive screening by a nurse took place at the

the type of lower prostheses. Among the participants wearing

same day as the oral health examination by the dentist. In the nurs-

lower prostheses, significantly more participants with dementia

ing homes, the cognitive screening by the neuropsychologist took

wore full prostheses (84.0%) than participants with MCI (52.6%),

place in the same week, but not on the same day as the oral health

who wore partial or frame prostheses more often; Fisher’s exact

examination by the dentist, in order to spread the burden on this

test = 11.73, P = 0.006.

group of vulnerable participants. In both settings, the cognitive and
oral health screening took place independent of each other.

Table 3 shows the number of occluding pairs. Participants with
dementia had significantly fewer occluding pairs (median = 0.0, IQR
0.0-1.0) than participants with MCI (median = 3.0, IQR 0.0-7.5),

2.5. | Statistical methods
The data were analysed with IBM Statistics SPSS 23 (SPSS Inc.,

U = 3838.50, P < 0.001. In addition, 13.0% of the participants with
dementia had 0-2 occluding pairs and no prostheses, while this was
0.0% in those with MCI.

Chicago, IL, USA). The continuous variables were expressed as

Table 4 shows that the Spearman’s rho correlation indicated

means and standard deviations (SD) for normally distributed data

a weak positive association between number of occluding pairs

and as medians and Inter Quartile Range (IQR) for data that were

and the MMSE score, r = 0.267, P < 0.001 for all participants and

not normally distributed. The categorical variables were expressed

r = 0.206, P = 0.009 for dentate participants only. When adjusted

|
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TA B L E 1 Characteristics of the
participants

993

Total (N = 348)

MCI (N = 45)

Dementia
(N = 303)

Age in years, median
(IQR)

83.0 (79.0-87.0)

80.0 (76.0-8 4.5)***

84.0 (80.0-88.0)***

Women, N (%)

230 (65.7)

25 (55.6)

205 (67.2)

153 (43.7)

45 (29.4)***

108 (70.6)***

Setting
Outpatient clinic (%)
Nursing home (%)
Education, mean
years (SD)

197 (56.3)

0 (0.0)

***

197 (100.0)***

10.8 (3.8)

11.5 (3.6)

10.5 (3.9)

18.0 (10.0-24.0)

27.0 (25.5-28.0)***

17.0 (6.0-22.0)***

MMSE score
Median (IQR)
Dental status
Dentate, N (%)

210 (60.5)

35 (77.8)**

157 (51.5)**

Number of present teeth
All, Median (IQR)

5.0 (0.0-19.0)

18.0 (5.5-24.0)***

Dentate, Median
(IQR)

18.0 (9.0-24.0)

22.0 (10.0-26.0)

2.0 (0.0-18.0)***
18.0 (9.0-24.0)

Swallowing, N (%)
Good
Moderate

311 (90.9)

39 (86.7)

272 (91.6)

25 (7.3)

6 (13.3)

19 (6.4)

Bad

5 (1.5)

0 (0.0)

5 (1.7)

Impossible

1 (0.3)

0 (0.0)

1 (0.3)

294 (86.0)

42 (93.3)

252 (84.8)

38 (11.1)

1 (2.2)

37 (12.5)

Bad

7 (2.0)

2 (4.4)

5 (1.7)

Impossible

3 (0.9)

0 (0.0)

3 (1.0)

291 (84.8)

42 (93.3)

249 (83.6)

52 (15.2)

3 (6.7)

49 (16.4)

Chewing, N (%)
Good
Moderate

Food consistency, N (%)
Normal
Adjusted

MCI, mild cognitive impairment; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.

for age with a Spearman’s rho partial correlation, the correlation

P < 0.001. The active maximum mouth opening was <40 mm in

decreased to r = 0.230, P < 0.001 for all participants and r = 0.184,

13.6% of the participants with MCI and 27.0% of those with demen-

P = 0.020 for dentate participants.

tia, U = 3845.00, P = 0.027.

Table 5 shows that the median tooth wear score was 2.0 (IQR
2.0-2.0) in the MCI and the dementia group. There were no significant differences concerning the degree of tooth wear between both

4 . | D I S CU S S I O N

groups, U = 2461.50, P = 0.127.
Table 6 shows the results of the mandibular examination. The

The aim of this study was to examine and compare the oral func-

active maximum mouth opening was significantly larger in partici-

tion of older people with MCI or dementia. In summary, for most

pants with MCI (Mean = 49.8, SD 8.1 mm) than in those with demen-

participants with MCI or dementia, the swallowing ability and chew-

tia (Mean = 45.8, SD 9.3 mm), t(253) = 2.67, P = 0.008. Furthermore,

ing ability were perceived as good. In addition, more than half of

the difference between active and passive maximum mouth opening

the prostheses had good retention and occlusion. Participants with

was significantly smaller in participants with MCI (Median = 2.0, IQR

more severe cognitive impairment had significantly fewer occluding

1.0-4.0) than in those with dementia (Median = 4.0, IQR= 2.0-6.0),

pairs and a significantly smaller active mouth opening. The degree

U = 5822.00, P < 0.001. There was a significant relation between

of tooth wear was less than one-third of the clinical crown in most

the active maximum mouth opening and the MMSE score, r = 0.320,

participants with MCI or dementia.

|
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Type and function of prostheses, by cognitive status

Prostheses

Total

MCI

Dementia

Type of upper

N = 222

N = 22

N = 200

Full (%)

examined by one dentist with experience in geriatric dentistry, who
was blinded for the MCI or dementia diagnosis in the outpatient
clinic and blinded for the MMSE score in the outpatient clinics as
well as in the nursing homes.

192 (86.5)

18 (81.8)

174 (87.0)

Partial (%)

13 (5.9)

2 (9.1)

11 (5.5)

servational design, which did not include older people without cogni-

Frame (%)

17 (7.7)

2 (9.1)

15 (7.5)

tive impairment and did not follow the participants in time, including

N = 192

their dental and prosthesis history. Furthermore, there was a poten-

Retention upper

N = 214

N = 22

One of the limitations of this study was the cross-sectional ob-

125 (58.4)

10 (45.5)

115 (59.9)

tial risk of bias concerning the inclusion of a representative number

Moderate (%)

70 (32.7)

10 (45.5)

60 (31.3)

of participants with severe cognitive impairment. At the same time,

Bad (%)

19 (8.9)

2 (9.1)

17 (8.9)

it became more complicated to perform a mandibular examination as

Good (%)

Type of lower
Full (%)
Partial (%)
Frame (%)
Retention lower

N = 182

N = 19

N = 163

147 (80.8)

10 (52.6)

137 (84.0)

26 (14.3)

2 (10.5)

7 (4.3)

9 (4.9)
N = 172

7 (36.8)
N = 18

19 (11.7)
N = 154

the cognitive impairment increased.

4.2. | Interpretation and clinical implications
In the present study, the retention of prostheses was considered
moderate or bad in 41.6% of the upper and 50.0% of the lower pros-

Good (%)

86 (50.0)

13 (72.2)

73 (47.4)

Moderate (%)

73 (42.4)

4 (22.2)

69 (44.8)

Bad (%)

13 (7.6)

1 (5.6)

12 (7.8)

study by Ribeiro and colleagues.30 Furthermore, Adam and Preston

Occlusion

N = 202

N = 179

reported the denture retention as satisfactory in 76.7% of the par-

Good (%)
Moderate (%)
Bad (%)

N = 23

theses, compared to an unsatisfactory retention in 62.5% of the
upper and 47.8% of the lower prostheses in participants with AD in a

151 (74.8)

21 (91.3)

130 (72.6)

ticipants with no or mild dementia and 76.0% of the participants

47 (23.3)

2 (8.7)

45 (25.1)

with moderate or severe dementia, thus indicating lower percent-

4 (2.0)

0 (0.0)

4 (2.2)

ages of around 24% for unsatisfactory retention of the dentures.31
The differences between the studies might be explained by an actual
difference in quality of the dentures or a difference in the subjective

4.1. | Strengths and limitations

assessment of the quality.

One of the strengths of this study was the large sample of partici-

quality of swallowing was <10%, the quality of swallowing in this

pants with MCI or dementia. Furthermore, all participants were

group might be improved by adjustments in the consistency of the

TA B L E 3

Although the reported percentage of participants with impaired

Occluding pairs (OP), by cognitive status
Total (n = 335)

MCI** (n = 41)

Dementia**
(n = 292)

0.0 (0.0-2.0)

3.0 (0.0-7.5)

0.0 (0.0-1.0)

All participants
Total occluding pairs, median (IQR)
Functional categories
0-2 OP and no prostheses (%)

38 (11.4)

0 (0.0)

38 (13.0)

0-2 OP and prostheses (%)

213 (64.0)

19 (46.3)

194 (66.4)

3-5 OP (%)

23 (6.9)

5 (12.2)

18 (6.2)

≥6 OP (%)

59 (17.7)

17 (41.5)

42 (14.4)

Dentate participants

Total (n = 187)

MCI* (n = 35)

Dementia*
(n = 157)

Total occluding pairs, median (IQR)

2.0 (0.0-7.0)

5.0 (0.0-9.0)

1.0 (0.0-6.0)

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.001.

Occluding pairs

Correlation
with MMSE

Correlation with MMSE,
corrected for age

P value

All

0.267

<0.001

0.230

<0.001

Dentate

0.206

0.009

0.184

0.020

P value

TA B L E 4 Spearman’s rho partial
correlation between occluding pairs and
MMSE, corrected for age
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TA B L E 5

Highest degree of tooth wear, by cognitive status

Tooth wear

Total (n = 169)

MCI (n = 34)

Dementia
(n = 135)

Highest score,
median (IQR)

2.0 (2.0-2.0)

2.0 (2.0-2.0)

2.0 (2.0-2.0)

995

8.6) for passive mouth opening was found. Both means fall within
the range for the general population, and the active mouth opening
seems comparable with the study from Schmitter, while the passive
mouth opening seems larger in the present study. In the present
study, 24.7% of the participants with MCI or dementia had an active
maximum mouth opening <40 mm, which was considered limited.35

Highest score, N (%)
0

1 (0.6)

1 (2.9)

0 (0.0)

1

7 (4.1)

2 (5.9)

5 (3.7)

2

158 (93.5)

31 (91.2)

127 (94.1)

3

2 (1.2)

0 (0.0)

2 (1.5)

4

1 (0.6

0 (0.0)

1 (0.7)

In addition to myogenic or arthrogenic constraints, neurological and
cognitive changes might play a role in limited mouth opening in people with dementia. In this study, it could be possible that not all participants were able to fully comprehend the instruction to open the
mouth as far as possible, as a result of cognitive decline. This might
also explain the significant difference between active and passive
mouth opening in participants of the MCI and the dementia group.

food and drinks, body positioning and the use of specific equip-

Regarding the clinical implications that have been discussed in

ment,32 which can be supported by a speech therapist. The quality

the present study, mainly the retention of prosthesis, maintenance

of chewing could be improved with removable prostheses in people

of the occluding pairs and the mouth opening deserve the attention

with mild to moderate dementia, for example by manufacturing, ad-

of clinicians, such as prosthodontists, dentists and speech thera-

justment or replacement of partial of full prostheses by a dentist or

pists. These aspects of oral function are important for maintenance

prosthodontist.33

of the food intake and quality of life in older people with cognitive

In the present study, 13.0% of the participants with dementia

impairment. For the oral rehabilitation of people with advanced cog-

had fewer than 3 occluding pairs and no prostheses. This might be

nitive impairment, small changes are preferred, for example by relin-

due to malfunction or loss of previous prostheses, but could also be

ing or rebasing of existing prostheses. More extensive rehabilitation

a result of the dementia and lack of acceptance, especially in more

should be done with maximum caution to the abilities, perspective

severe dementia.31 The loss of teeth without replacement with pros-

and oral hygiene of the patient.36

theses implies severe loss of oral functioning.

34

In a sample of 153 Dutch older adults (65-74 years), the mean tooth
wear score was 2.1 (SD 2.1).13 This was comparable with the median

4.3. | Generalisability

tooth wear score of 2.0 (IQR 2.0-2.0) in the present group of partic-

The present study included a large sample of participants with MCI

ipants with MCI or dementia. From this study, there is no indication

or dementia living in the Netherlands. The participants were living

for an increase in bruxism or other parafunctions in participants with

in the community, small-scale living and various nursing homes, and

MCI or dementia, in contrast with people with other neurodegenera-

had mild, moderate and severe cognitive impairment. This sample

tive diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease (Verhoeff et al., submitted).

thus seems representative for older people with MCI or dementia in

A study from Schmitter and colleagues about the prevalence of

high-to middle-income countries.

signs and symptoms of temporomandibular disorders in older people aged 68 to 96 found an active maximum mouth opening of 45.0
(SD 1.1) mm and a passive mouth opening of 46.9 (SD 1.1).10 In the

4.4. | Future research

present sample of participants with MCI or dementia, a mean maxi-

This study describes the subjective and objective oral function,

mum of 46.5 (SD 9.2) mm for active mouth opening and of 50.8 (SD

but does not include the objective chewing or mixing ability of the

TA B L E 6 Mandibular examination, by
cognitive status

Mandibular examination

Total (n = 255)

MCI (n = 44)

Dementia
(n = 211)

Overbite, median (IQR) mm

2.0 (1.0-3.0)

3.0 (1.0-4.0)

2.0 (1.0-3.0)

Active maximum, mean (SD)
mm

46.5 (9.2)

49.8 (8.1)*

45.8 (9.3)*

63 (24.7)

6 (13.6)

57 (27.0)

176 (69.0)

33 (75.0)

143 (67.8)

16 (6.3)

5 (11.4)

11 (5.2)

<40 mm, N (%)
40-60 mm, N (%)
>60 mm, N (%)
Passive maximum, mean
(SD) mm

50.8 (8.6)

52.3 (7.7)

50.5 (8.7)

Difference active and
passive, median (IQR) mm

3.0 (2.0-6.0)

2.0 (1.0-4.0)*

4.0 (2.0-6.0)*

*P < 0.05.
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participants. This could be an interesting addition, because it is an
objective measurement of masticatory performance.

37-39

5 . | CO N C LU S I O N
For most of the participants with MCI or dementia, the swallowing
ability and chewing ability were perceived as good by the participants and their caregivers. In addition, more than half of the prostheses had good retention and occlusion according to the examining
dentist. Participants with more severe cognitive impairment had
fewer occluding pairs and a smaller active mouth opening. The degree of tooth wear was smaller than one-third of the clinical crown
in most participants with MCI or dementia.
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